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WEEK DAY DATE CLASS TIME SUBJECT
2 Tuesday 31st March 3 Dinamik 9.30am- English   
  2020  10.30am Language

FOCUS    MAIN SKILL FOCUS
Speaking    Speaking 
TOPIC    THEME
Module 1: Welcome!  World of Self, Family and Friends

2.1 Communicate simple information intelligibly

1.2  Understand meaning in a variety of contexts

2.1.5  Describe people and objects using suitable words and phrases.

1.2.3  Understand with support short simple narratives.

Adjectives: big teeth, pretty, blonde hair, green eyes, brown eyes

ADDED VALUE      HOT/ITHINK
Being thankful      Bubble map 
CROSS-CURRICULAR ELEMENTS (EMK)  THINKING PROCESS 
Language, Thinking Skills,     Analysing
Creativity, and Innovation     Evaluating

By the end of this lesson, pupils will be able to:
i) describe physical appearance using at least 5 adjectives correctly.
ii) listen and identify at least 5 adjectives used in the voice recording correctly. 

YEAR THREE

MAIN CONTENT
STANDARD

COMPLEMENTARY  
CONTENT STANDARD

LEARNING STANDARD

COMPLEMENTARY 
LEARNING STANDARD 

LANGUAGE/
GRAMMAR FOCUS

CIVICS AND CITIZENSHIP 
EDUCATION (CCE)/ 

COMPULSORY EDUCATION (CE)

LEARNING OBJECTIVES



Pre
1.  Pupils watch a Youtube video through the link given by teacher.
2.  Pupils sing a song entitled ‘Smart Friends’ by referring to the lyrics in Get Smart Plus 3 Student’s 
 Book page 5.
3.  Pupils identify the adjectives (describing words) used to describe the physical appearances of c
 haracters in the song.

While
Activity 1: Let’s create talking avatars!
1. Pupils use the ChatterPix Kids mobile app to snap pictures of family members/ friends/ pets at home.
2.  Pupils fill in suitable adjectives to describe the picture taken on a bubble map template given.
3.  Pupils record their voice describing the picture(s) taken using the app. 
4.  Pupils post their recordings in Padlet. (Alternatives: Pupils may also post their recordings to Google   
 Classroom or Whatsapp which is accessible by other classmates).
Activity 2: Post it!
1.  Pupils listen to each other’s recordings in Padlet.
2.  Pupils identify the adjectives used in the recordings.
3.  Pupils post the adjectives in the comment box provided under each post.

Post
1.  Pupils are provided feedback.
2.  The values are discussed based on the recordings (appreciating what we have and being thankful).

Youtube video (Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jP75HEl3FIQ)
ChatterPix Kids mobile app (downloaded from Apple Store/ Play Store)

Examples of pupils’ recordings using the app:

A bubble-map template to fill in the adjectives

The number of expected adjectives to describe a picture could be reduced for pupils with lower proficiency.

Pupils with high proficiency are encouraged and given freedom to use other suitable adjectives to  
describe their pictures.

20/20 pupils were able to achieve the lesson’s objectives. Overall, pupils enjoyed using the app  
for the speaking activity. Shy pupils attempted to utter words in English without having much anxiety  
and inhibition.

ACTIVITIES

MATERIALS / REFERENCES

DIFFERENTIATION 
STRATEGIES

REFLECTION

Hi. I am Maysara’s 
favourite toy. I am  
Bunny Hopps. I sleep 
with her every day.  
I have long ears  
and cute eyes. 

Hello, I am Ash.  
I have soft fur, long 
whiskers, and cute eyes. 
My body is grey and 
white. My master calls 
me handsome.

Meow… I am a cute cat. 
My name is Kitty. I have 
pointed ears, beautiful 
eyes, and long whiskers. 



Pupils are encouraged to add in interesting sounds or funny expressions which may make their  
recordings interesting. 

Steps to use the app:
1. Download ChatterPix Kids app from Apple Store or Play Store.
2.  Snap a picture that you would like to turn into a ‘talking’ avatar.
3. Draw a line to make the mouth.
4.  Record your voice.
5.  Play the recording.
6.  Save and share the recording with others.

Ideas on using the ChatterPix Kids app for other topics:
Module 3: Right Now
 - to talk about activities happening at the moment of speaking (present continuous tense)
 - to talk about household chores

Examples by pupils: 

Module 6: Food, please!
 - to identify and talk about food
 - to talk about where different foods come from

Examples by pupils: 

Module 10: The World Around Us
 - to talk about animals
 - to compare animals 
 - to talk about solar system

Examples by pupils: 

ADDITIONAL NOTES/TIPS

I am fried chickens. 
I am crispy, juicy, 
and tender. I come 
from Malaysia. 

I am a fruit tart. I am 
tasty. I have cherries, 
kiwis, strawberries,  
and peach on top of  
me. Eating me makes 
you happy.

Hi. I am Mars. I am 
hotter than Neptune. 

Hello, my name is 
Jupiter. I am the 
biggest planet 
of all. 

Hello! I am a giraffe.  
I am taller than an  
elephant. My neck is 
longer than a tiger’s 
neck. This makes me 
easier to reach for food 

I am cleaning the 
fan. Now, the fan 
looks shiny.

We are washing 
our car. It is fun 
and exciting!


